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Beginning jQuery 2 for ASP.NET Developers: Using jQuery 2 with ASP.NET Web Forms and ASP.NET MVCApress, 2013

	jQuery is the most popular JavaScript library in use today, appearing on nearly two thirds of the 10,000 most visited sites on the web. With this sort of popularity, it’s clear that ASP.NET developers can’t afford to miss out.


	By combining jQuery with ASP.NET you get the best of both worlds: the client-side...
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The Definitive Guide to SugarCRM: Better Business ApplicationsApress, 2009
SugarCRM is a leading open source Customer Relations Management tool and development platform with nearly 5.5 million downloads, nearly 17,000 developers, and lots more users. 

 The Definitive Guide to SugarCRM is the first official SugarCRM book available to developers and users. This definitive book begins by talking about the...
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Professional Enterprise .NET (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Comprehensive coverage to help experienced .NET developers create flexible, extensible enterprise application code

If you're an experienced Microsoft .NET developer, you'll find in this book a road map to the latest enterprise development methodologies. It covers the tools you will use in addition to Visual Studio, including Spring.NET...
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Professional Java for Web ApplicationsWrox Press, 2014

	The comprehensive Wrox guide for creating Java web applications for the enterprise


	This guide shows Java software developers and software engineers how to build complex web applications in an enterprise environment. You'll begin with an introduction to the Java Enterprise Edition and the basic web application, then set...
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Pro Apache Beehive (Expert's Voice in Java)Apress, 2005
If you want exposure to the new open source lightweight SOA-driven Apache Beehive framework project, then pick up Pro Apache Beehive, the first book on this MVC Web framework, which is increasingly gaining interest in the Eclipse community through Eclipse Pollinate. Author Kunal Mittal addresses specific Beehive topics such as page...
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Programming Microsoft ASP.NET 4Microsoft Press, 2011

	In the fall of 2004, at a popular software conference I realized how all major component
	vendors were advertising their ASP.NET products using a new word—Ajax. Only a few weeks
	later, a brand new module in my popular ASP.NET master class made its debut—using Ajax
	to improve the user experience. At its core, Ajax is a little...
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ASP.NET MVC 1.0 Test Driven Development: Problem - Design - Solution (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
A hands-on journey takes you through the development process of a Web application from concept to production
    ASP.NET MVC is a new Web development framework created by Microsoft as an alternative to ASP.NET web forms applications. MVC is well suited to testability, and Test Driven Development (TDD) affords you a generous...
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Introducing .NET 4.0: with Visual Studio 2010 (Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2010
Microsoft is introducing a large number of changes to the way that the .NET Framework operates. Familiar technologies are being altered, best practices replaced, and developer methodologies adjusted. Many developers find it hard to keep up with the pace of change across .NET's ever-widening array of technologies. You may know what's happening in...
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Learning DartPackt Publishing, 2014

	Dart is the programming language developed by Google that offers a new level of simple versatility. Learn all the essentials of Dart web development in this brilliant tutorial that takes you from beginner to pro.


	Overview

	
		Develop apps for the Web using Dart and HTML5
	
		Build powerful HTML5...
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Spring in Practice: Covers Spring 3Manning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Spring in Practice shows you how to tackle the challenges you face when you build Spring-based applications. The book empowers software developers to solve concrete business problems by mapping application-level issues to Spring-centric solutions. It diverges from other cookbooks because it presents...
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C# 4.0 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2011

	C# 4.0 Unleashed is a practical reference focusing on the C# language and the .NET platform as a whole. While covering the language in lots of detail, it also provides enough coverage of various popular .NET technologies and techniques (such as debugging) for the reader to be successful on the .NET platform. The...
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Getting Started with PhalconPackt Publishing, 2014

	Expand your PHP developer skills into the arena of creating web applications faster and better with Phalcon. Explore the MVC architecture and enjoy the ease of learning through practical instructions and screenshots.


	Overview

	
		Build impressive web applications with the pace of C, the ease of PHP, and the...
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